Me and I
by Rachel Toor
(An essay from Single State of the Union: Single Women Speak out
on Life, Love and the Pursuit of Happiness)
I worked for three years in college admissions. During that time, I saw lots of what
I came to think of as “pathological parenting” – people who didn’t know where
they stopped and their children began. “We’re juniors,” mothers would say to me
at college fairs, “and we’re applying to Duke.” The kids would hang back while
their mothers – or sometimes dads – would list their achievements and
accomplishments. I was embarrassed for all of us.
When I meet parents who seem to have even a soupcon of objectivity
about their own children – that little Buffy might not be a vampire slayer; that
Albert, at age 18 months, probably can’t prove the Riemann Hypothesis – I
applaud them. But I don’t expect it. I’ve come to expect not only to hear about
how wonderful, brilliant, perfect, and well-behaved some of these spawn-of-thedevil kids are, but to endure long stories that delight the tellers and can ignite smoldering rage in
me. Sometimes, I will admit, they’re vaguely amusing. Little kids will occasionally do things that
are laugh-out-loud funny. But I’ve built up so much resentment that it can be hard to give due
credit to the humor of a three-year old child walking around with his head in his hands chanting
“We’re doomed! We’re doomed!”
My life, as a single person, revolves around me. I do what I want, when I want, and with
whom. If I feel like it, I eat breakfast cereal for dinner. Or ice cream. I can go to sleep at eight at
night or read until it gets light. I don’t like background noise, so the television is rarely on. I get
invited to do cool things – run a 100 mile five-day stage race in the Himalayas, do a marathon in
Thailand – and I go. I can always just pick up and go. I like it like this.
But the cost of freedom can be unadorned narcissism: I’m selfish, self-centered, and selfinvolved. People with children don’t have the luxuries I do to focus on their own lives, their own
selves. I’ve learned to make space for my friends’ offspring in our conversations and time together.
I try to remember their names and to ask about them, though I’ve given up on birthdays. I will
confess there’s something wonderful about being recognized by a child, about being remembered.
There’s something amazing about seeing how children think and develop and grow. But still, not
every kid is the messiah.
And here’s the worst: It’s not just that my brother talks about his daughter – who brings
out in him a softness and sweetness I never knew him capable of – as if he wouldn’t be surprised to
see her part the Red Sea (she may, at some point, be able to do that, but right now, she can’t even
reach the faucet on the sink). It’s that my mother talks about me in exactly the same ways. When
I meet her friends – or, now, her doctors and nurses – they say, Oh, you’re the one who … . I try
not to get annoyed. I try to be a big girl. I am, after all, 44 years old.
My mother was diagnosed with multiple myeloma two years ago, and since that time, I’ve
talked to her on the phone more frequently, and tried to be less grudging about sharing my
accomplishments and achievements, since she is now more limited in how much she herself can
do. One of the big things she has to talk about is me. I try to remember this, try to understand that

it gives her pleasure to bore strangers with tales of my heroic exploits, like learning how, at age 44,
to fry an egg.
I have never been a parent, but I do know a few things about unconditional love and the
ways in which someone else can complete you. A few years ago, I lost my darling Hannah, a
blonde mutt of inordinate intelligence, wit, and wisdom who’d been my constant companion for
eighteen years. I had to learn how to live alone for the first time in my adult life. People tried to
convince me to get another pet, but I couldn’t. I told myself that this way I had even more
freedom – to travel, to stay out all night, to wear clothes not embroidered with pet hair. It was
okay; eventually, I’d get another pet. But I wasn’t ready.
Instead, I started dating Jim. Jim wanted to take care of me, to nurture, feed, and tend to
me. It’s not that I mind being tended to. It’s just that I didn’t love Jim and I never would. He had
bad breath, an unfortunate laugh, and rarely said anything that interested me. He was a nice guy,
but nice wasn’t enough.
What I realized, after a long dinner punctuated by too many uncomfortable silences, was
that I needed someone to love. My winsome days and nights were fine, but one of the things
children did for people was give them a reason to come home – it wasn’t just Penelope waiting for
Odysseus to finish his travels, it was also his son Telemachus. And, well, Argos, his dog. After I lost
Hannah, I hated coming home to an empty house, hated not having anyone to greet me at the
end of a hard day or to look forward to seeing in the morning. When you live by yourself, you are a
different person. Quieter. Less exuberant. I was less comfortable being at home. I was lonely.
Having a boyfriend seemed like a good idea, an anodyne for itchy solitude. And in many
ways, Jim was a good boyfriend. But he made me aware of my own moods, because he interacted
with me. The luxury of living alone is that sometimes you’re not even aware of the fact that you
may be in a bad mood. You just are. It’s not a problem.
I was happy being single, but not happy alone. I needed someone to love and I was ready.
But not ready enough for another dog. To his credit, Jim later said, “I knew my days were
numbered when you got the rat.”

Whenever I meet a vet, or a lab technician, or anyone who works with lots of different species of
small animals, I ask which one is their favorite. I’ve come to expect the answer: rats. And it’s
always for the same reason: they’re smart. But that’s not all. Rats, the most reviled and dissed of all
species (save spiders and snakes, whose bites can kill you), exhibit selfhood: They come when you
call them by name. They are suffused with one of the qualities we cherish most about
childhood: curiosity. They are affectionate and loving. A therapist friend once told me about
raising children, They want to love you. They’re set up to love you. And so it is with rats.
I named her after I’d brought her home, set up her cage, and let her run around on the
living room floor. When I glanced over at my bookshelves I saw the spine of a novel by Iris
Murdoch, a woman of fierce intellect and wit. Only later, while reading the Homeric hymns, did
I learn the origins of the name. In Greek mythology, Iris was the swift-footed messenger of the
gods; she is the personification of the rainbow, stretching from earth to sky, linking us sad-sack
mortals – we who are tethered to the world by the inevitability of the decline and failure of our
physical bodies – with the undying ones.
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Iris is a hooded rat. For the most part, she is white. But her head is
a fawn-color of exceptional richness and depth. She has a small, shockingwhite blaze on her forehead and golden/gray/brown splotches that run
down her back. You didn’t tell me your rat was a paint, said Dan, when I
showed him a picture. People often don’t know, even, that she is a rat. But
she’s so cute, said Jason, when he first met her. I wasn’t expecting her to be
cute.
Iris has a cage, of course. But when I am at home, she ranges freely.
Like all of us with never-resting minds, she seeks out novelty. To her, the
world is a benign and infinitely interesting place. She knows no fear. She
searches, she learns, and then she moves on, always looking for the next new thing. She loves to
play. If my hand is idle and she wants to play, Iris pulls at it with hers, nudges it with her nose.
Then we engage. She rears up on her hind legs and boxes with my fingers. I poke her on the side
and she twists, quick and sharp, does a gainer, and comes back around. Then she’ll rush away, and
rush right back. She always comes back. Then it’s time to nap. She comes to me – climbs on my
hand, my lap, my shoulder – curls up and goes to sleep.
When she wakes, she yawns, a big, hearty yawn, and then she stretches, reaching out like
a ballet dancer with one arm, and then flicking her wrist down, like God reaching out to Adam in
Michelangelo’s Donnadio. Iris does not have what you could call paws. She has hands, with tiny,
delicate fingers that clutch and grasp and hold, and feet – pink, teenaged-boy feet – that seem too
big for her body.
Iris spends a lot of time exploring, but I’m never afraid that she is going to get away. She
doesn’t want to get away; she wants to explore, and then to be with me. When I call her, she
comes. She follows me around the house, like a little kid. I tell her she’s my “Little I,” my girl, my
baby, my mini-me. “You complete me, mini-me,” I tell her. “I love you Little I,” I say to my rat,
about 487 times a day. She perches on my shoulder, snuggles on my lap, grooms my hands, and we
are a happy pair.
After I’d had her for about two months, I accused my friend Jeff of not liking her. You hate
Iris, I said to him.
No, he said, with a big smirk. I hate you. When you talk about Iris so much. I can, it seems,
talk for hours about Iris.

My mother had also begun to tire of my pathological rat-parenting. Whenever we spoke on the
phone, Iris was usually curled up on my lap, and I used a lot of minutes telling her just how
adorable sleeping vermin could be. My mother has always loved my pets, but trying to develop
affection for someone the size of a pickling cucumber who lives 2,500 miles away can be a stretch.
Because I teach at a university and had the summer off, I decided that I would spend it
with my mother. And because the average life expectancy of a healthy rat is about a thousand
days, I wasn’t willing to pass an entire summer without Iris. My mother fussed a little about
whether having a rat in the house would be good for her weakened immune system, but I called
on some medically-trained friends to reassure her that Iris was probably less contaminated with
germs than my stepfather.
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My mother is in constant pain. She lies on the couch – she can’t stand or sit for long –
and reads for much of each day. In the evenings, we make our way through DVD episodes of The
Gilmore Girls. Iris pokes around the house, but she always has a final destination in mind. I watch
her run along the top of the couch, make a pit-stop on the end table to sample the eraser on a
pencil or pull out a long length of dental floss, and then, before she leaps, I holler INCOMING!
alerting my mother to the fact that her grandrat is about to pounce on her chest.
Iris is a gregarious, out-going girl. She loves meeting new people. But she is crazy about my
mother. She seeks her out. The other day I caught Iris lying on the bed, facing my mother,
watching her while she worked her computer. She waits in my mother’s place on the couch and
when my mother comes to lie down to read, she snuggles in, stretches out, places a tiny hand on
my mother’s arm. My mother turns the book pages carefully, so as not to disturb the rat.
My mother has begun pointing out to me how cute Iris looks when she is sleeping. She
saves little pieces of food for her, especially scraps of flour tortilla (flour tortillas are like crack to
rats). She comments on how adorable it is, the way Iris holds her food in her hands. She giggles
when Iris gets crazy and starts zooming around, wanting to play. From another room, I hear her
talking to Iris. She tells her friends about the exploits of her “grandrat.” I’ve also heard her call Iris
“my healer.”
Can animals sense illness? Do they have innate stores of empathy? I don’t know. I just
know that I came home for the summer to take care of my mother and it feels like Iris is doing the
lion’s share of that work.

Like a planned pregnancy or a bureaucratically-difficult adoption, I made a hard choice to become
a mother, fully aware of the great responsibilities as well as the fact that I was signing on to care
for someone of a species not exactly known for its longevity.
Most children figure out, pretty early on, that they will likely outlive their parents; fear of
desertion comes with the territory of loving someone. The Greeks understood this; their gods
laughed at us. The one thing that we can count on is that we are going to get old and die.
Becoming an adult is about accepting this process; we do it more or less gracefully. But we’ve all
known haunted people – those who have lost a child often never recover. That’s a different story.
It is a perversion of the natural order. It is the essence of tragedy. The Greeks knew this, too.
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